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Abstract 

 
 This project developed a custom programmable interior aviation lighting system 

prototype to better acclimate the body clock of passengers traveling on eight-hour plus 

flights to the time zone of their destination, thereby providing a more pleasant and peaceful 

journey.  To achieve this end, I employed the use of lighting cues, which were carefully 

constructed visual looks that employ color, duration and intensity.  This manipulation of 

lighting cues was constructed to the natural ebb and flow of flight-related events.  This 

project was presented as 8-hour and 3-hour durational performances in two partial sections 

of a full-scale mockup. 

 
 The first section was a hyper realistic mockup that more accurately represented an 

aircraft cabin, including details such as overhead bins and reading lights, with full cabin 

service.  Each of the flights was accompanied by a surround sound soundscape from takeoff 
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to landing with full cabin service including five-course meals, wine, champagne, and beer to 

provide an air of authenticity.  This section represented “real time” passage of time for an 

approximately eight-hour flight from Austin, Texas to Frankfurt, Germany. 

 
 The second section was a simplified version of the main mockup, also in full 

scale.  This mockup was designed to provide a lighting system using time-lapsed acceleration 

to accomplish the same flight in approximately 18 minutes as a concept demonstration with 

accompanying video. 
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Introduction 

 
Lumen Air is a concept that evolved from my personal love and fascination with 

aviation and air travel and with my lifelong love of lighting.  I have enjoyed flying from a 

very early age; however, in recent years, flying has lost its allure.  Airlines are regularly 

reducing services.  Airlines are reducing seat size so as to equip the jetliner with as many 

seats as possible.  This combination of reduced services and reduced space leads to a less 

enjoyable experience for passengers. 

In late 2013, I was on a flight from Austin, Texas to Dallas, Texas connecting to my 

flight back to my parents’ home in Atlanta, Georgia when this concept was born.  I was a 

passenger on the early-morning 6:00 a.m. flight, and I was just able to see the beginning of 

the sunrise as the flight took off from Austin-Bergstrom International Airport.  It was this 

moment that I realized I could duplicate lighting conditions occurring in nature within the 

aircraft cabin, in this case, the sunrise, through the use of a programmable lighting system 

for an aircraft interior fuselage environment.  This was the beginning of the journey that 

over two and a half long years later, the initial spark of an idea had become a fully functional 

prototype and reality.  This document will outline the process of germination and gestation 

of this concept through the physical execution of two fully constructed prototype full-scale 

mockup aircraft cabins located in the F. Loren Winship Building Lighting Laboratory at The 

University of Texas at Austin. 
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Chapter One:  Doing The Research 

 
In the summer of 2014, I spent several weeks visiting every aviation museum within 

a 300-mile radius of Austin, Texas, with special emphasis on commercial aviation.  The two 

museums that I found most useful in my research were the American Airlines Museum in 

Fort Worth, Texas and the Frontiers of Flight Museum in Dallas, Texas.  These museums 

and their archives proved to be an invaluable resource for my research of the history of 

cabin interiors and lighting.  This included several hours of research inside a painstakingly 

restored Douglas DC-3, widely considered to be the world’s first viable commercial aircraft. 

“The DC-3 was not only comfortable and reliable, but it also made air transportation 

profitable. American's C.R. Smith said the DC-3 was the first airplane that could make 

money just by hauling passengers, without relying on government subsidies.”1 

 
Understanding the systems in aircraft of the past distinctly marked my process 

forward in my own aircraft cabins and lighting system.  I was able to distinctly see what was 

present in the beginning, what remains important to this day, and what has been added over 

time.  After concluding my museum visits, I spent several days at the University of Texas at 

Dallas special collections aviation library with all of the original sales materials and technical 

manuals for some of the most illustrious aircraft, including the beginning of the jet 

age.  With this new era came new challenges.  Long-range, high speed flying that crosses 

                                                
1 "Boeing." DC-3 Commercial Transport. Accessed February 24, 2015. 
http://www.boeing.com/history/products/dc-3.page. 
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time zones created a disconnect between the body’s internal clock  (circadian rhythm) and 

the destination time zone, which commenced the jet lag era.2 

In the course of my early research, I uncovered materials that discussed in great 

detail the hopes for the “ideal” commercial aircraft cabin.   The majority of these materials 

discussed making the aircraft, and by extension its cabin, feel like home to its occupants 

whether they were the passengers, the stewardesses (as they were then called), or the flight 

deck crew.  The emphasis was truly on ensuring the comfort of the traveler no matter who 

they may be, whether they were flying in first class, or the new economy class.  They were to 

be taken care of and travel in the most comfortable style available with the most advanced 

technology of the time (in the late 1950s).   In October 1958, the Boeing 707, which became 

the first commercially successful jet aircraft in the first generation of jets, was unveiled to the 

world by Pan-American World Airways (Pan Am), which was founded and headed by Juan 

Trippe.3  Pan Am later helped Boeing introduce other revolutionary aircraft such as the 

venerable Boeing 747, an aircraft that made commercial international travel available to 

nearly everyone in the developed world. 

Other materials that I examined in my research at the History of Aviation Collection 

in the Eugene McDermott Library at the University of Texas at Dallas documented changes 

that occurred as the second-generation jet aircraft began to enter service in the early 

1970s.  This included changes in the passenger ratios for the aircraft, which translates to 

                                                
2 "Diseases and Conditions: Jet Lag Disorder." Mayo Clinic. Accessed April 20, 2016. 
http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/jet-lag/basics/definition/con-20032662. 
 
3 Redding, Robert, and Bill Yenne. Boeing: Planemaker to the World. San Diego, CA: Thunder Bay 
Press, 1997. 
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mean a change in the number of first-class seats versus the number of economy class 

seats.  It was not uncommon in the 1950s and the 1960s to have first-class seats extending all 

the way to the first over-wing emergency exit. 

 

Figure 1 Qantas 707 Seating Diagram 
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Compare that to today where some domestic mainline jets have as little as two rows 

of first class seating.  The 1970s also saw the introduction of wide body commercial aircraft 

such as the infamous Boeing 747, with its distinctive upper deck and now commonplace 

dual-aisle configuration.4  Cabin lighting drastically changed from the ornate multiple source 

lighting system in the first generation jet aircraft--the Boeing 707, 720, 727, and 737 (which 

allowed from multiple lighting setups throughout the flight using combination of overhead, 

indirect, and sidewall lighting) to stock fluorescent lighting in the second generation 

(Off/Bright/Dim/Night on the ceiling, and Off/Dim/Bright on the sidewalls). 

 

Figure 2  Boeing 737-200 flight attendant lighting and call system control panel 

                                                
4 Redding, Robert, and Bill Yenne. Boeing: Planemaker to the World. San Diego, CA: Thunder Bay 
Press, 1997. 
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Figure 3 Boeing 737-300 cabin ceiling 

However, at the time, only the 707 had any sort of color control within the cabin.  This was 

only achievable via the use of the large “recessed overhead dome light” fixtures in the ceiling 

every few rows which airlines could customize with star fields or other nighttime simple 

projections on them.  See figures 4, 5 and 6. 

 

Figure 4 Boeing 707 interior: photo by Victor Warren 
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Figure 5 Boeing 707 interior: photo by Victor Warren 

 
 

 

Figure 6:  Illustration Qantas Boeing 707 dome light nighttime star pattern 
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The intricacies of cabin lighting from the first generation of jet aircraft to the second 

generation of jet aircraft with the jumbo jets was truly a step backwards as the second 

generation contained for the most part only cold, flickering fluorescent light. 

 The third generation of jets began to be introduced in the late 1970s through the late 

1980s just after airline deregulation caused massive decrease in fares for the average 

passenger.  It has been said that “passengers used to dress for flights as if they were going to 

a fancy dinner; now, they pay very low fares and show up in flip-flops and backpacks.” 5  Jets 

maintained the use of fluorescent lighting within their cabins.  Generally during this period, 

the emphasis was solely on the increase of revenue for the airline and not on passenger 

comfort.  This is also when major airline amenities, such as meals, snacks, free drinks, free 

headsets, free pillows, free blankets, good reclining seats, free checked bags, and excellent 

legroom began to disappear, culminating in the late 1990s and early 2000s.  Just after the 

September 11 attacks on The World Trade Center in New York, New York, on The 

Pentagon in Arlington, Virginia and in a field near Shanksville, Pennsylvania, the airline 

market crashed due to passenger fear, the stock market declined and travel ground to a halt.  

This response was felt even in the business realm, and people were afraid to travel. 

  

                                                
5 Come Fly with Me: The Story of Pan Am. Produced by Pier Productions. Performed by Honor 
Blackman. London: BBC, 2011. Online Stream. 
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Chapter Two:  The Big Idea 

 
 The big idea is to alleviate jet lag through the use of theatrical lighting design 

principles, including color, intensity, texture, scale, angle, combined with high CRI (color 

rendering index) light-emitting diode, commonly known as LED, lighting in the traditional 

lighting positions within the aircraft (overhead indirect and sidewall direct downlight).  The 

combination of strategically placing extremely high CRI variable color temperature “white” 

LED strips and RGB (Red, Green, and Blue) LED strips in available locations throughout 

the aircraft, such as the ceiling cove (where the overhead bin meets the ceiling) and the 

sidewall panel (where the overhead bin meets the cabin sidewall) can be manipulated in new 

ways as the color and dimming characteristics are much more sophisticated than has ever 

been available.  These LED strips can be individually controlled throughout the 

aircraft.  This is because the RGB and variable white color temperature white LED strips act 

independently.  Combining these elements with a theatrical lighting control console allows 

for the greatest flexibility in the setting and playback of lighting cue sequences on board the 

aircraft. 
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Chapter Three:  Planning and Cabin Environment Research 

 

 In December 2014, I flew back to Austin, Texas after a University winter break 

between semesters in Atlanta, Georgia.  It was a dark, dreary rainy day, and as the airplane 

bounced its way to Austin, Texas with each bump the fluorescent cabin lights would tremor, 

and the beginnings of a cabin concept were born in my head.  As I sat there, I wrote down 

all the characteristics that made the cabin uninteresting and uninviting to passengers.  I saved 

this note away as the flight landed safely in Austin, Texas.  However, I continued to stew on 

this issue for the remainder of my very busy first year as a graduate student at The University 

of Texas at Austin.  That summer, I endeavored to research the topic of cabin design and 

cabin lighting for commercial aviation interiors.  I spent a part of the summer visiting my 

aunt and uncle in Dallas.  My uncle is a commercial airline pilot based out of Dallas, 

Texas.  I proceeded to spend days at the University of Texas at Dallas Library special 

collections, The History of Aviation Collection, where I pored over technical manuals and 

glossy sales brochures for the Boeing 707, Boeing 727, Boeing 737, and the early Boeing 

747.  I reviewed books of the early jet age era on the creation and field operations of these 

aircraft.  This research proved to be invaluable as it showed me how exactly the “old style” 

or original jet age aircraft interior lighting and cabin controls were intended to be 

used.  Most personnel that utilized this equipment in its heyday have long since retired, and 

its intricate operation has been forgotten, as many of the aircraft have not flown since the 

1980s. 

After my visits to the University of Texas at Dallas Library special collections 

History of Aviation Collection, I spent time in Dallas and Fort Worth’s Aviation museums, 
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The Frontiers of Flight Museum and the American Airlines C.R. Smith Museum.  The 

Curators at both of these museums provided extensive access to commercial aircraft in their 

collections for my survey and use throughout my visits.  This access allowed me to 

document and experience early jet age and late prop age cabin lighting control systems.  The 

primary research for cabin control indicated that current and early jet age cabin lighting 

controls were virtually identical with only a few inconsequential stylistic changes on the 

control panel.   More recent airliners have included digital control screens in lieu of the old 

button and switch control panels; however, the physical control items are the same. 

 
Newer or retrofitted airliners can have light-emitting diode (LED) lights fitted.  An 

excellent example of this is the Boeing 787, 737MAX-8 and 747-8 Intercontinental, which 

feature the new Boeing interior named the “Sky Interior.”  This sky interior was designed to 

enhance the passenger experience by modernizing the aircraft interior with new overhead 

bins and many other passenger amenities combined with a new LED Lighting system. 

“The Boeing 787 interior is one of the radical changes brought in with the new 
Dreamliner. Passengers coming aboard will be impressed by the feeling of space 
which is the result of the contoured lines of the ceiling and luggage bins as well as 
the variable coloured lighting.” 6 

 
On paper, the Boeing sky interior sounds like an excellent innovation in cabin design and 

improving the long and short haul travel experience.  However, if we delve more deeply into 

the lighting system and its usage in the sky interior, we begin to see its faults. 

Over the summer of 2015, I traveled to the Prague Quadrennial in the Czech 

Republic on Lufthansa on their new Boeing 747-8 Intercontinental on the ORD (Chicago)-

                                                
6 "Boeing 787 Interior, inside the Dreamliner." Modern Airliners. Accessed March 04, 2015. 
http://modernairliners.com/boeing-787-dreamliner/boeing-787-dreamliner-interior. 
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FRA (Frankfurt) segments.  The Boeing sky interior of the aircraft is problematic, although 

visually impressive (especially for the occasional traveler, since the interior feels fresh and 

clean), because it is disruptive to sleep.  The lighting colors of the cabin at night were bright 

blue combined with a darker more intense blue.  On the flight to Frankfurt, I allowed myself 

to take on the role of a lay passenger, taking in the “experience” of the flight and its new 

systems and resources.  See figure 7 below for an example of the bright blue cabin lighting. 

 

Figure 7 Lufthansa Boeing 747-8 Intercontinental first class cabin – photo by: David Parker Brown 

 

 
On the return flight to the United States, I did not allow myself to sleep and instead spent 

the flight observing passengers and their response to the lighted cabin environment. 

I noted several obstacles with the Sky interior design that could be an obstructer to sleep and 

a pleasant travel experience.  These included the move from small indicator lights, or logos, 
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for items such as the lavatory vacant/occupied signs/lights to enlarged versions compared to 

previous cabin designs and although the new designs are aesthetically pleasing, they are too 

bright, and the red or green light from the lavatory vacant/occupied lights flooded the cabin 

with red or green light that was brightly shining in your eyes.  This light shining in your eyes, 

especially for the five to seven rows from the bulkhead, proved to be an inhibitor to 

sleep.  The illuminated “running man” exit signs also caused a similar problem (see figure 8).

 

Figure 8 Boeing 787 Sky interior - Photo by: RTA 
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Chapter Four: Developing the Lumen Air Cabin Design 

 
 My goal is to develop this lighting system as a way to acclimate the audience/ 

passenger's body clock to a new time zone throughout their journey on an 8 hour plus flight, 

decreasing the stresses of international long-haul travel, thereby providing a more pleasant 

and peaceful journey. 

 Programmable structured lighting on a commercial aircraft will ease the stress and jet 

lag of long-haul travel and allow for deeper relaxation and sleep through the manipulation of 

the physical environment of the aircraft.  To achieve this end, I will employ the use of 

lighting cues.  Lighting cues are carefully constructed visual looks that employ color, 

duration and intensity.  This manipulation of lighting cues will be constructed to the natural 

ebb and flow of flight related events.  My system takes into account cabin procedures and 

keystone moments such as boarding, takeoff, first-meal service, duty-free sales, a sleep/rest, 

and the remaining “phases of flight” (as the aviation industry calls them), all the way through 

the landing of the aircraft.  Throughout the extended period of the flight, the intensity and 

color temperature of the lighting in the aircraft will be modified slowly to acclimate 

passengers to the local time at the destination airport.  Through this manipulation of space 

through the lighting in the aircraft, passengers’ body clocks can be better acclimated to their 

destination time zone through the numerous “phases of flight.” 

 Current commercial aircraft lighting systems do not take passenger jet lag into 

account with the current lighting “system” of quickly shifting between “pre-set scenes,” or 

on older aircraft, simply turning cabin lights on and off repeatedly during the flight.  My 

system is developed by designing a computer-controlled, advanced color-tuning LED 
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lighting system to smoothly transition through the “phases of flight” and programming a 

series of time specific lighting cues.  It should be noted that this system will still provide an 

on call safety program of emergency “white” light in the event of an emergency procedure 

or illness on board. 

 For Lumen Air, my prototype airline cabin, the cabin design was developed based on 

accepted international guidelines and regulations related to cabin design and layout.  Beyond 

following international regulations for cabin design, I endeavored to take the shell of an 

aircraft cabin to restore the focus of design to that of passenger comfort and pleasure so that 

the “passengers” would be in a relaxed state.  It is this relaxed state that will allow for the 

maximum impact of the Lumen Air lighting system, the details of which I will go into in 

Chapter Six. The prototype cabin constructed in the F. Loren Winship Building Light 

Laboratory at the University of Texas at Austin and was segmented into First Class, 

Economy Class, and Galley.  The Economy Class section and the First Class section were 

presented in a nontraditional manner of being adjacent, rather than being presented 

sequentially.  This was done for reasons of unique space dimensions of the F. Loren 

Winship Building Lighting Laboratory.  The Economy Class cabin was utilized as an 18-

minute demonstration of the Lumen Air lighting concept.  This cabin was set so that anyone 

who came to Lumen Air could get a full preview of the full 3- or 8-hour 

experience.  Through the use of time lapse, the passenger’s flight experience time is reduced 

to 18 minutes with accompanying video presentation and audio narration.  This cabin utilizes 

the exact same extremely high color rendering index lighting system with both overhead 

indirect light and sidewall direct down light as the full service long haul cabin. 
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Figure 9 Lumen Air first class cabin warm welcome look 

 
Figure 10 Lumen Air economy class wake-up look 
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 The First Class Cabin was a full-scale ½ slice of a Boeing 747-8 Intercontinental 

upper deck modeled after Lufthansa First Class.  This cabin was presented with 

exceptionally high realism, including these elements: authentic cabin divider curtains, 

working window shades, fully functional passenger service unit with reading lights, working 

overhead gasper (air) nozzles, “no smoking” and “fasten seatbelt” lights.  This cabin also 

featured a fore cabin inset LCD screen, and portable Lumen Air branded Android-based 

tablets with Sennheiser In-Flight headsets.  Passengers were provided with two pillows and 

two blankets.  All First Class passengers were provided with a full five-course hot meal 

service prepared in the First Class aft galley, prepared in an airline style convection 

oven.   This cabin seated two passengers–one window, one aisle.  The cabin service was 

again modeled after the “best” international airlines such as Lufthansa, Air France, and 

Emirates.  The service was modeled after the best of the current day airline service and the 

service of the past.  Flights were serviced by a uniformed flight attendant (Cait Graham) and 

myself, with most flights requiring full-time care from both of us. 

 

Figure 11 late 1960’s Lufthansa inflight service brochure 
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Figure 12 Lumen Air passengers enjoy their “flight” 
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Figure 13 Lumen Air passengers mid meal service (creator Andrew Carson seen behind) 
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Chapter Five: Building the Cabin 

 
 Construction of the Lumen Air cabin mockups occurred over the University of 

Texas 2015 winter break. 

 The construction of the cabin was complex and took over 40 steps from concept to 

completion.  Construction and implementation of my cabin mockup was significantly 

assisted by my father, Steven Carson, and my Uncle, Ralf Langer, a Southwest Airlines 

Captain.  It involved over 43 steps: 

Table 1  Construction Steps 

Step # Task 

1 Design cabin space 

2 Diagram of cabin 

3 Order authentic airline seats for economy 

4 Order two monitors 

5 Order passenger service unit 

6 Clear light laboratory of road cases & gear 

7 Clear debris and clean floors 

8 Install grey masking panels 

9 Order lumber 

10 Receive lumber at loading dock 

11 Dry/cure lumber 

12 Rip & cut lumber for floor panels/braces 

13 Paint wall/ceiling panels 

14 Assemble wall braces 
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Table 1 (Continued) 

15 Receive economy seats 

16 Construct economy cabin floor 

17 Construct economy walls 

18 Purchase paint, carpet, tools, fasteners 

19 Build footprint of economy space 

20 Install carpet 

21 Set braces & attach walls to floor panels 

22 Install wall panel for curved ceiling - economy 

23 Attach curved ceiling 

24 Build/install footprint for first class 

25 Attach floor panels 

26 Install carpet for first class 

27 Install back walls 

28 Measure for TV opening/mounting 

29 Install walls - side & front 

30 Cut out windows 

31 Install window shades/pulls 

32 Construct/curve overhead bins 

33 Install overhead bins 

34 Bolt & brace overhead bins 

35 Mount TV's 

36 Install exit signs 

37 Install WIFI emblems 

38 Install passenger service unit 
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Table 1 (Continued) 

39 Install power in first-class console 

40 Install lighting system in both economy & first class 

41 Test lighting systems for power, intensity 

42 Design lighting cues 

43 Test system 

 

 I began construction by clearing the main level of the lighting lab of all road cases 

and other miscellaneous gear.  As that was completed, I began to install the grey masking 

panels to wall off the upper level of the space.  The next day, my prearranged lumber 

delivery arrived, with much issue and consternation as the new University of Texas cooling 

tower construction crew that was working next door used the F. Loren Winship Building 

loading dock as a parking lot and at first, the driver was not able to deliver the 

lumber.  However, Clarissa Smith, the building manager, was able to resolve the issue with 

the construction office and get all of the 15-plus cars and trucks blocking the loading dock 

removed.  I would have been put far behind if it were not for her quick thinking and 

negotiation skills. 
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Figure 14 Lumber delivery in the scene shop 

 

After the lumber was delivered and dried out inside for a day, I received the news that the F. 

Loren Winship Building would be having intermittent power outages throughout the winter 

break.  With little over two months to complete the cabin build out, lighting install and 

troubleshooting, lighting programing, opening reception materials, and cabin service 

materials, needless to say I was concerned that I would not be able to complete my thesis 

model.  As always, Professor Michelle Habeck encouraged me and inspired confidence in me 

with success in light of the extremely adverse conditions for construction and completion of 

the project over the University winter break. 

 The next Wednesday, my parents, Melinda and Steve Carson, arrived to help me with 

the monumental task that I had undertaken of building of two airplane cabins and all of their 

relative parts in one short month.  My father and I began to rip and cut lumber for braces 

and floor panels while my mother helped us by starting to paint some of the wall and ceiling 

panels.  Once all of the wall braces were cut, we began assembling them so that we had 
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enough braces for a both cabins, economy and first class.  The next afternoon, my uncle 

arrived with the economy seats and we started construction of the economy cabin.  First, we 

made one of many visits to Home Depot to pick up more paint, rolls, brushes, screws, 

assorted hardware, and carpet for the economy cabin.  Completing the economy footprint 

was the first item on the list, followed by covering it with carpet.  Once this was 

accomplished, our focus turned to the cabin structure and the diagram my father and I had 

agreed to as our base structure plan.  With my uncle and dad, we were able to first set our 

wall braces in place and then concentrate on how to attach the actual walls to the braces.  By 

moving the economy cabin up against the wall of the light lab, we able to take advantage of 

the wall to provide a safer, more stable structure that utilized only two solid-sided walls, the 

front bulkhead and the rear bulkhead.  We attached panels to the economy floor and the 

back wall, which was the start of our structure.  Next, I was able to locate an existing scenic 

wall structure that matched our front wall dimensions. 

 

Figure 15 Economy cabin braces being installed 
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This again helped to better stabilize the structure and my mother was able to paint it to 

match, so we now had a front and rear cabin wall for economy. 

 

Figure 16 Painting underway in the Winship scene shop 

 

The most difficult wall to construct was next, but that would have to wait until the next day 

while my uncle would still be around to help us with the economy cabin.  The next morning, 

we attacked the sidewall and ceiling combination, which proved to be a much harder 

problem to solve than our diagrams showed. 
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Figure 17  Front and rear walls being attached to the curvature braces for stability 

 

In order to get the curve of the plane and cabin wall, we had to meticulously review each 

panel as we installed it to fit it to the next panel that sat beside it.  There was a lot of trial and 

error to get the panels in place as close together as possible and lined up with the ceiling joist 

that we had constructed to which to attach them.  Once the curve of the cabin wall was 

agreed to by all of us, then we began to attach the curved ceiling panels one at a time, which 

again took some trial and error to get us to the finished product.  The overhanging roof 

structure was our biggest challenge.   By very early the next morning, we had an enclosed 

economy cabin from floor to ceiling, and a large sigh of relief was heard by all. 
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Figure 18  Finished economy cabin structure awaiting paint touch up and LED lighting installation 

 

 Next, it was time to complete as much of the first class cabin as possible before my 

uncle had to leave that night.  We made sure we had the footprint of the first class cabin 

dimensions exactly as we envisioned them and attached the floor panels together as we had 

for the economy cabin.  Then it was time to mount the first class carpet, which was a grey 

color to be laid and attached to the floor piece.  This carpet process was much more difficult 

since the floor dimensions were much larger and a rectangle instead of a perfect square.  By 

the end of the night, we had accomplished the First Class floor structure and would begin on 

the bracing and wall structure again the next morning minus my uncle who had to leave for 

“a trip” from Dallas, Texas.  A trip is “airline speak” for a flight assignment that involves at 

least one overnight layover in a city that is not your home base; in the case of my uncle Ralf 

Langer, Dallas, Texas. 
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 Continuing with the construction of First Class the next day, the First Class seats 

were delivered and awaiting assembly.  With their complex recline and motion features, 

assembly was much more complex than originally anticipated. 

 After lunch, we were back on construction of the bones of first class, the back walls 

were installed (in what later turned out to be a misstep and would have to later be removed 

and re-seated), then detailed measurements were taken of the digital flat screen television 

that would be mounted in the forward bulkhead wall and sophisticatedly mounted flush and 

flanked with bulkhead mounted rose vases. 

 

Figure 19 Flight attendant Caitlin Graham attends to passengers during dinner service (champagne cart in foreground) 
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The two custom bulkhead units were completed that evening and were installed the next 

morning. 

 The next two days were spent on the first class cabin walls with the custom window 

cutouts and functioning window shades.  By the second evening, all but the functional 

window shades were in place.  The next day, we set up a mockup to confirm space and cabin 

flow before breaking for the Christmas holiday.  The result was successful, and we decided 

to break for Christmas at my Aunt and Uncle’s home in Dallas.  After three of the most 

relaxing days in quite awhile, we returned to Austin to continue work on the cabin. 

 We were able to finally get the window shades to work properly that first day 

back.  Up until this point, the window shades had proven to be one of the most persistent 

issues in construction of the cabin.  After that problem was solved, we moved on to the 

overhead bins, which were approached with great trepidation, as they were the only “heavy” 

part of the cabin that needed to be suspended over the passengers’ heads.  The construction 

process of the bins took almost a week, with multiple stretching and weighting steps to 

attain the correct curved shape of the bins.  The bins were installed the next two days, and 

we noticed a slight bounce with them being only suspended from the ceiling and the backer 

braces.  We determined that it was necessary to bolt the overhead bins into the forward and 

aft cabin bulkheads. 

 It was at this point that we began to get to the finishing details of both the First 

Class and Economy Class cabins, including mounting the digital flat screen televisions, exit 

signs, WIFI emblems, adding power to the first class seats and all of the finishing details of 

the physical cabin. 
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The first class cabin included a passenger service unit (PSU) mounted underneath the 

overhead bin unit.  The PSU used in this project was an original 1972 “wide-body look” unit 

taken off a first-generation passenger jet.  This unit was completely gutted, restored and 

painted prior to installation.  It had individually controllable overhead reading lights, a built-

in speaker, and working gasper vents (air vents) supplied by a fixed pressure pneumatic hose 

running through the building.  Additionally, restored functional light emitting diode (LED)-

based fasten seatbelt and no-smoking signs and a flight attendant button with chime were 

fitted. 
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Chapter Six: The Lighting System 

 
 The lighting system that was developed for the Lumen Air experience was a 

compilation of two separate LED strip systems.  The first was a high intensity Red, Green, 

and Blue 12-volt system combined with a second, new high-color rendering index (CRI) 

variable color temperature white LED system ranging from 2,100 Kelvin through 8,000 

Kelvin operating at 24 volts.  Both of these systems were mounted in tandem in both First 

Class and Economy Class in two separate arrays.  The first array provides overhead indirect 

light that is bounced off the aircraft ceiling, and the second array is downlight fashion 

focused so as to brush the cabin sidewall. 

 
Figure 20  Lighting System Diagram 
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 This compilation of lighting was channeled through 12-volt and 24-volt power 

supplies respectively, then through a specialized mixed voltage 16-channel DMX decoder 

that connected directly to a High End Systems Hog 4–Full Boar that allowed for 

independent cue stack control for the First Class and Economy Class fuselage 

environments.  Independent cue stacks were recorded for each environment so as to provide 

the viewer/traveler a varied flight experience.  Two first class environment cue stacks were 

created--one for a three-hour simulated flight from Austin, Texas to New York, New York 

and a second for an eight-hour simulated flight from Austin, Texas to Frankfurt, 

Germany.  The economy class cue stack provided the viewer/traveler with an 18-minute 

time-lapsed experience of the eight-hour, full-length flight.  This allowed viewers a quicker 

way to experience the breadth of the fully designed lighting script. 

 

Figure 21 Fading into nighttime cue 
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Figure 22 Breakfast cue 

 

The lighting “cues” for each cabin were identical with the exception of being set to different 

times because of the nature of the Economy class demo cabin.  This lighting system was 

designed and programmed to take all phases of flight into account and to provide a lighting 

look or transition period for each phase. 
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Figure 23  Mapping cabin brightness 
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Chapter Seven: The Public Performance 

 
 The public performance portion opened with a champagne reception on the night of 

January 25, 2016 to considerable fanfare.  Much of the design and technology department 

was in attendance, and I was honored that the Dean of the College of Fine Arts, Douglas 

Dempster, also attended the opening event.  Over one hundred people attended the 

opening. Twenty people took a long-haul flight on Lumen Air throughout its run.  Many 

more took the 18-minute demo “flight.”  After the opening reception, Lumen Air offered 

two 8-hour flights as well as three 3-hour flights.  Due to incredible demand, two additional 

three-hour flights were added. 

 The Lumen Air flights took passengers on a journey from Austin to either New 

York (for the 3-hour flights) or Frankfurt (for the 8-hour flights).  All flights had full meal 

and beverage service, with the 8-hour flight to Frankfurt having two distinct meals served 

during the flight.  All flights were provided with Android-based IFE (in flight entertainment) 

with programming being shown on the front bulkhead screen during meal service. 

 In observing passengers on the Lumen Air flights, I found that people rapidly 

accepted the mockup as real and genuine and that they were on an airplane.  I feel that this 

was due to the realistic elements such as the overhead passenger service units (with working 

overhead lights, gasper vents, flight attendant call button, functional fasten seat belt, and no 

smoking signs), genuine airline seatbelts, and actual airline seats in economy.  The uniformed 

flight attendant on the flights also added to the air of authenticity. 

 One of my favorite reactions of a passenger to the Lumen Air experience was a 

woman who kept apologizing for not being good for the project since she needed to work 
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for the whole “flight,” which she did until the end of dinner service.  As the cabin lighting 

changed to sleep mode, the woman fell right asleep and remained asleep until the wakeup 

lighting for “final approach.”  I found all of the passengers on Lumen Air to be so very 

positive about the entire experience.  Everyone I spoke with during the open exhibit time 

felt that this concept could change air travel. 
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Chapter Eight: Taking Stock and Moving Forward 

 
 The response to Lumen Air was exceptional.  Much of the Department of Theatre 

and Dance, along with many from the larger College of Fine Arts (COFA) community 

attended Lumen Air, either at the opening or throughout the installation run. There was 

tremendous interest from COFA, as well as the university as a whole.  The College of Fine 

Arts wrote an extensive feature on the project, as well as on myself, which was distributed 

throughout the University of Texas at Austin.  The Daily Texan wrote an extensive article 

about the project and the ways it can enhance commercial air travel forever.  Dean 

Dempster wrote a “Dean’s Insider” about my project to the donors and affiliates of The 

College of Fine Arts, and the University featured the project on its main Facebook page. 

Outside of the University, High End Systems wrote an extensive article on this project and 

the use of the Hog 4 Lighting Control System in use outside of a theatrical setting.  Copies 

of all of these articles are in the appendix. 

 The next steps in moving forward on this gargantuan project are the acquisition of a 

design patent for the lighting system and its inherent control system for the inflight crew to 

control or override the system.  My goal is to partner in a license agreement with an 

established aircraft interiors company to help with the logistics of approaching suppliers to 

have their products FAA certified to be installed and operated on a commercial aircraft.  

Additionally, I would seek to utilize their unique sales skills to market the systems to airlines 

around the world and major aircraft manufacturers. 
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Appendix 

 
 
 
 

 

 
Figure A1 

  

 

We hope you have enjoyed your flight  

and that you arrived at your 

destination refreshed and rejuvenated! 

Lumen Air 
Austin, Texas 

2016 

January 2016 

Menu 
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Figure A2 
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Figure A3 
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Figure A4 
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Figure A5 
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Figure A6 
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Figure A7 
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Lumen Air - 8 HOUR 

Show Script 
 

Departure: FLIGHT #1 9:00 PM Austin Bergstrom International 
Arrival: Frankfurt 5:00 AM (7 hour time difference) 
 
PRE SHOW 

• Start music 
• Prep Beverage/ Newspaper/ First Meal/ flowers/ glassware 
• Essential oil towel prep/ head sets/ tablets 

 
BOARDING (20 minutes) open to public to view 

• Playing video of welcome/bonjour 
• Hanging up coats 
• Guiding passengers to outlets/ restroom info/ lights and buttons 
• Beverage service (Champagne) 
• Paper / Magazine Offering 

 
PRE TAKE OFF (5-7 min) 

• Safety Video (5-7) 
• Captain announcements English and German) 
• Trash service (Half Tray) 

 
TAKE OFF (5 min) 

• Audio (Captain) “Cabin crew please be seated for for take off.” 
• Take off Sound Cue 
• Light Change – in cabin 
• Audio (Captain) “We’ve reached a cruising altitude… Enjoy your flight!” 

 
CRUISING (PART I) / Beverage Service (10 min) 

• Pass out meal menus (to mark selections) / pens 
• Take beverage orders / Deliver Beverages 
• Narration of Andrew / Lumen Air Concept (8 Minutes) 
• Lumen Air logo on screen 
• Menu questions (pass order to the back) 
• Pass out Tablets 

 
CRUISING (PART II) / Dinner (1 hour) 

• Pass out Hot Towels (Dinner Prepping in the back) 
• Collect Hot Towels 
• Table Trays & Table Set up (table cloth/ napkin/ utensils/bread plate/ bread) 
• Movie Starts 

Figure A8, continued next page 
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• First Course – Cheese / (pre plated) (10 minutes) 
• Second Course – Salad (pre plated) 
• Third Course – Soup (Heated) 
• Main Course – (Heated/ Prepped) 
• Dessert / Dessert wine (served from cart) pastries tray/ frozen ice cream w/ 

toppings 
• Coffee/Espresso service (half tray service) 
• Tray removal if desired 

 
CRUISING (PART III) / BREAK (3 Hours) 

• Announcement for next aspect of cruising – eye masks, power outlets, movies, 
restroom 

• Hot Towel Announcement about Amenities behind them 
• Screen fades to black on TV 
• Passengers can work, rest, watch Tablets/ Headphones 

 
CRUSING (PART IV) / MIDNIGHT SNACK (2.5 hours) 

• Cart loaded with beverages/ magazines 
• Pick up Trash 

 
CRUISING (PART V) / BREAKFAST (1.5 hours) 

• Hot Towel (for face/ wake up) 
• Set up Tables (service set up) 
• Beverage/Champagne/orange juice, etc. 
• Serve fresh pastries / breads (Put towels in oven) 
• Yogurt / Fruit/ Egg Dish (Main) 
• Movie Starts 
• Clear Plates 
• Take Trays 
• Hot towels 
• Clear tablets 

 
DESCENT/ PRELANDING 

• Service cards/ prelanding 
• Conclusion of flight for Lumen Air 
• Replenishing beverages 
• Trash service / Tidy Space (close to landing) 
• 5 bell final 
• Open Drapes (?) 

 
LANDING 

• Announcement for please buckle seat belts and place any belongings 
• Sound clips of descent, wheels	
• Welcome Announcement (other gates etc.) 
• Seat belt ding / inside lights turn off 

Figure A8, continued next page 
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DEBOARDING 
• Accept Service Cards within first class cabin 
• “Welcome to Frankfurt Slide Show” 
• Direct passengers out & answer questions 
• Clean First Class Cabin/ Bag up Dirty Linen	

Figure A8 
 

Lumen Air - 3.5 HOUR 
 

SHOW SCRIPT 
 

Departure: FLIGHT #1 2:59 PM Austin-Bergstrom International 
Arrival: NYC-JFK 9:30 PM 
 
PRE SHOW 

• Start music 
• Prep Beverage/ Newspaper/ First Meal/ flowers/ glassware 
• Essential oil towel prep/ head sets/ tablets 

 
BOARDING (10 minutes) open to public to view 

• Playing video of welcome/bonjour 
• Hanging up coats 
• Guiding passengers to outlets/ restroom info/ lights and buttons 
• Beverage service (Champagne) 
• Paper / Magazine Offering 

 
PRE TAKE OFF (5-7 min) 

• Safety Video (5-7) 
• Trash service (Half Tray) 

 
TAKE OFF (5 min) 

• Audio (Captain) “ Crew: please take your seats for take off.” 
• Take off Sound Cue 
• Light Change – in cabin 
• Audio (Captain) “We’ve reached a cruising altitude… Enjoy your flight!” 

 
CRUISING (PART I) / Beverage Service (10 min) 

• Pass out meal menus (to mark selections) / pens 
• Take beverage orders / Deliver Beverages 
• Narration of Andrew / Lumen Air Concept (8 Minutes) 
• Lumen Air logo on screen 
• Menu questions (pass order to the back) 
• Pass out Tablets 

Figure A9, continued next page 
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CRUISING (PART II) / Dinner (1 hour) 

• Pass out Hot Towels (Dinner Prepping in the back) 
• Collect Hot Towels 
• Table Trays & Table Set up (table cloth/ napkin/ utensils/bread plate/ bread) 
• Movie Starts 
• First Course – Cheese / (pre plated) (10 minutes) 
• Second Course – Salad (pre plated) 
• Third Course – Soup (Heated) 
• Main Course – (Heated/ Prepped) 
• Dessert / Dessert wine (served from cart) pastries tray/ frozen ice cream w/ 

toppings 
• Coffee/Espresso service (half tray service) 
• Tray removal if desired 

 
CRUISING (PART III) / BREAK (1 hour 20 min) 

• Announcement for next aspect of cruising – eye masks, power outlets, movies, 
restroom 

• Hot Towel Announcement about Amenities behind them 
• Screen fades to black on TV 
• Passengers can work, rest, watch Tablets/ Headphones 

 
CRUSING (PART IV) / SNACK (A-45 min) 

• Cart loaded with beverages/ magazines 
• Pick up Trash 

 
DESCENT/ PRELANDING (10 min) 

• Service cards/ prelanding conclusion of flight for Lumen Air 
• Replenishing beverages 
• Trash service / Tidy Space (close to landing) 
• 5 bell final 
• Open Drapes 
 

LANDING (2 min) 
• Announcement for please buckle seat belts and place any belongings 
• Sound clips of descent, wheels 
• Welcome Announcement (other gates etc.) 
• Seat belt ding / inside lights turn off 

 
DEBOARDING (4 min) 

• Accept Service Cards within first class cabin 
• “Welcome to New York JFK Slide Show” 
• Direct passengers out & answer questions 
• Clean First Class Cabin/ Bag up Dirty Linen 

Figure A9 
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Figure A10 
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Figure A11 
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Figure A12 
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Figure A13 
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Figure A14 
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Figure A15 
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Figure A16 
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Figure A17 
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Figure A18 
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Figure A19 
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UT graduate student sets the stage for reduced jet lag 

 
Andrew Carson’s lighting system imitates natural light to reduce jet lag. 

Photo Credit: Courtesy of Andrew Carson 
 
 
Published on February 19, 2016 at 12:16 amLast update on February 20, 2016 at 4:22 pm 

BY JULIANNE HODGES 
 
Most people wouldn’t make a connection between theatrical design and airplanes. For Andrew Carson, 
however, combining the two fields offered a solution to a tiresome problem. 
 
Carson, a theatrical design graduate student and lifelong aviation fan, used his knowledge of theater 
lighting to invent a more relaxing lighting system for airplane cabins in order to reduce jet lag.  
 

Figure A20, continued next page 
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Lumen Air, Carson’s final thesis project, uses smooth lighting transitions to imitate natural light, which 
helps the passengers’ circadian rhythms to match the timezone of their destination.  
 
For example, a passenger who leaves in the afternoon for a flight to Europe might have difficulty with jet 
lag because of the six to nine hour time difference. After the 12-hour transatlantic flight, the passenger will 
arrive in the European morning, ready for a regular American night’s sleep. 
 
The challenge is to use lighting to influence travellers to stay awake at the right time in their destination. 
 
“It would help move people towards the time that they are arriving,” Carson said. 
Passengers experience jet lag because air travel allows for quick movement between vastly different time 
zones, according to psychology professor Art Markman.  
 
“Of course that will disrupt your day-night cycle,” Markman said. “For the first few days, it’s because you 
decide that you should be awake; that is, your body decides it ought to be morning by now.” 
 
A person’s bedtime and wake time depends on their circadian rhythm clock, which can be affected by the 
presence of light, said David Schyner, a psychology professor who studies sleep deprivation. 
 
“Obviously, for certain species like ourselves, being awake during the day is a good thing,” Schnyer said. 
“Light is very important for triggering a sleep response or a wake response.” 
 
Carson engineered Lumen Air to imitate natural light because the circadian clock responds best to sunlight.  
 
“We adapt to the things that are in our environment,” Markman said. “The very harsh kinds of lights that 
you can get from different kinds of electric lights, for example, are not things that we would have had much 
opportunity to adapt to.” 
 
The lighting system eases passengers gradually into these different phases in a natural and less disruptive 
way than normal cabin lighting. 
 
“The end of dinner transitions into a sleep period that slowly then transitions into waking up for arrival 
across the ocean,” Carson said. “So instead of getting these very staccato, very quick transitions, it’s 
something that’s much more smooth and guided.” 
Carson said these lighting transitions are similar to theatre lights that convey story arcs in onstage 
storytelling. 
 
“What he [Carson] wanted to do was identify the script of a flight,” said Michelle Habeck, a professor in 
the department of theatre and dance who worked with Carson on his thesis. “Instead of having the lights 
constantly moving quickly up and down, it creates something that’s more fluid and moves slower.” 
 
So far, Lumen Air is only a full-scale prototype. Carson hopes to patent it and test it on an actual airplane 
within the next two years. 
 
“My goal for the system is improving the travel experience,” he said. “It was very encouraging to me that 
the science is there, the technology is there, and it’s working.” 

 
 

Figure A20 
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Figure A21 
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